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Chinese Translation of .,Crit ical Thinking,, 
Annex

The Education Bureau pays full respect to views on critical thinking expressed by the Hon
Mrs. Regina IP. In fact, we see no major disparity between her understanding of the essence
of critical thinking and ours. In sum, we would like to respond to her query ur follo*r,-

l. Hon Mrs. IP supports scholars' definitions of 'critical thinking'that include elements,
among others, such as "knowledge of the methods of logical inquiry and reasoning" and'Judgement which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as
explanation of the evidential, conceptual ......or contextual considerations upon which
that judgement is based". At a deeper level, the definitions given by these scholars
alsoi confirm that critical thinking also requires an ability to draw warranted
conclusions and generalisations, as well as a willingness to reconsider one's judgements.
This understanding of critical thinking is in line with what has been stated in our
curriculum documents, i.e. that critical thinking is about drawing out meaning from
given data or statements, examining their accuracy, generating and evaluating u.gu-ents,
and seeing things from different perspectives.

When critical thinking was introduced as one of the skills in Liberal Studies at Advanced
Supplementary Level rn 1992, the meaning was explained to schools and incorporated
into teacher training programmes. Since critical thinking was introduced as one of the
generic skills in the curriculum reform starting from 2001, its meaning and application
has also been explained in the context of specific Key Learning Areas/subjects *h-n.u.,
appropriate. When the Bureau started to formulate the New Senior Secondary Liberal
Studies curriculum in 2004, we had again deliberated with various sectors (including
tertiary institutions and schools) through multiple channels the meaning and definition of
the term 'critical thinking ( +lt +U'[S ,8. A. Throughout the years, we have also
articulated the precise meaning of 'critical thinking' to parents and education
practitioners during our briefing/sharing sessions and professional development
programmes.

Hon Mrs. IP further suggests that, in the context of critical thinking, the Chinese
translation of 'critical' carries the meaning of negative criticism. It needs to be borne in
mind that the term '+tL:fU'as in '+LL:fU'l+.F'*='is also used by governments, academics,
teachers as well as teacher educators in Hong Kong2, the Mainland3, Taiwana, Singapore5,
other Chinese speaking communities in the world6, including the official United Nations
documentsT. To them,'+LL+IJ'as in '+L[+tl'l+.ff4'does not carry the meaning of any
negative criticism as you would suggest. It is utterly important that we maintain this
long-rooted terminology, which has been widely used among educators and scholars
since the early 1990s, for communication with other Chinese societies in the world.
Any unilateral modification of the term now will cause confusion not only to the
community discourse but also to the students. In view of the above reasons, we do not
deem it necessary to introduce any change in the Chinese translation']1LL+U,I+flf'.

We appreciate Hon Mrs. IP's efforts to identify alternative Chinese translations for'critical thinking'. However, translations such as 'Wyf+,I+.Et' or '^y)+,[S,H.€'t do
not involve the higher levels of thinking in critical thinking as stated above, such as
evaluation, inference, drawing conclusions and generalisations, and reconsidering one's
judgements. Hence we consider the two alternatives to be less holistic than the meanins
of 'critical thinking' that is originally intended.
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' Gluser, Edward M (1941) An Experiment in the Development of Critical Thinking,Teacher's College,

Columbia University. Facione, Peter A. (1990) Critical Thinking; A Statement of Expert Consensus for
purposes of Eclucational Assessment and Instruction, a report for the American Philosophical Association.
2 According to "FiS,L,IEryAnJffi" edited by academics of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (1982),
'critical thinking' can be translated as 'llhfU'lt 

E{='. Other local examples can be found at

http://www.fed.cuhk.edu.hk/er/jep/19980021000210307c.htm and http://philosophy.hku.hk/think/chi/critical.php
3 premier Wen Jiabao has repeatedly used '*lhflJ' in the context of critical thinking, independent thinking and

creativity. See http://www.gov .cn/ldhdl2008-07l2}/content-105070 t.htm and

http://www.gov.cn/2008lh/content_923654.htm. For an example of Chinese translation of English publications,

'.. rEA . {Rm, ffiE , Iilffil*+; TMi# (2006) Ktr4frVtE : fthfrJl:*.tr4nkBt€Uy'.4)'-LiE R
'HH,qil+. '
o For use of '+lh,fl.J'|jh,E 

4' ,nTaiwan's secondary education curiculum, see

http://www.moe.gov.tw/high-school/content.aspx?site_content_sn:8407 ( E,fH ' tt) For usage by academics,

s e e http : //www. nhu. e du. tw/- s o c ie tyl e -j / 6 4 1 6 4 - 15' htm (+t11)tl tr'4 '!;Bt Z+K;=i ) and

http : //www.phil. nthu. e du. tw/c oursei I 31 | (+tL+U tr 4)
' Fo, usage in Singapore's curriculum document, see *fiJ[tE#kH*Y,;=RfE*fAUtr#tr4 Q00]) (ARqqEi*#i

H#f$,iH$ ' 4.€) , p.C-4. Available at

http://www.moe.gov.sgieducatiory'syllabuses/humanities-and-aesthetics/fi1es/civics-and-moral-education-primary
-chinese-2007.pdf.
u An example of such usage in Chinese academic articles jointly authored by Mainland Chinese and American

scholars can be found at http://www.tc.columbia.edu/centers/coce/pdf files/a5.pdf p. 5.
' '+LL+]JI+.fl{' is one of the expected outcomes of the United Nations Literacy Decade 2003-2012. See

http :/iwww.un. org/chinese/events/Literacy/action4.htm para. 9(b).
8 Accordingto (iF;Et;A94) (1990) (716 , -\f;r 'EE) , 'ht*y)+' means'differentiate'(fffftr l or'distinguish'

(trEU) (Vol. 2, p. 588); ' �HFJy)+'� is 'differentiate clearly and definitely' (ff i ff i tfu fH ' fr j+Elj i€tr) (vol. 5, p.618).

Therefore ,'1;r.-l|ff' and'W-9*' refer to the levels of differentiating data or statements and analysis, and not

beyond.




